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This Special Issue is an outcome of the lectures and discussions on ‘Cross-cutting Themes and Concepts in Human Rights’, offered as a Seminar Course to the students of the MA Programme, School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University. As part of the Course, a Webinar on ‘Rethinking Rights and Justice for Non-Humans’ was held in 2022, in which the participants advanced some of the most compelling arguments for the meaningful representation of non-human entities in law and governance. In the three sessions of the webinar, the participants explored the terrain of relevant concepts, emerging norms, and moral justifications that underlie the case of non-human entities: (i) The Limits of Animal Rights: Exploring the Case for Multispecies Justice, (ii) Humanist Dimensions of Machines, and (iii) Representing Nature: Rights, Crimes, and Diplomacy.

Scholarly literature on the subject matter sheds light on the gaps in existing legal frameworks concerning the responsibilities of human beings towards the non-human life forms. There is evidence of a growing universal consciousness embedded in the worth and sacredness of non-
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human life forms. And a series of developments in the fields of technology, philosophy, and other disciplines, have moved the non-human entities to the forefront of legal reforms, domestic and international.

The role of legal and judicial institutions in filling these gaps is also noteworthy in this regard. And new theoretical frameworks across legal and other disciplinary spaces, namely multispecies justice, post humanism, and digital humanism are particularly relevant. In the article *Multispecies Justice: Theories, Challenges, And a Research Agenda for Environmental Politics*, the authors emphasize that “rethinking the subject of justice moves attention from the fiction of individuals to the actual ecological array of relationships that sustain life. As humans and other beings surround, infuse, and support each other, justice for any cannot be divorced from MSJ for all.” Further, it is through the prism of the “multi-species justice” (MSJ) concept that the false assumptions about the supreneness of human beings can be addressed and countered.

The need for greater advocacy for reforms is also reflected in the academia/expert-led declarations and instruments including the Cambridge Declaration on Consciousness (2012), the Charter on the Law of the Living (2021), the Toulon Declaration (2019), the Universal Declaration of Rights of Mother Earth (2010), Collective Thinking on the Rights of the Pacific Ocean, 2018 (Ocean Rights Statement hereinafter), the Vienna Manifesto on Digital Humanism, etc. On the
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subject of legal reforms, the Charter on the Law of the Living makes a direct reference to the needed reforms within legal systems and the change in “legal dynamics” for the non-human world. The Ocean Rights Statement writes of “a transformational shift” that is needed in the behavioral, societal, legal, governance and economic relationships to live in harmony with the Ocean.\textsuperscript{14}

The key questions that emerge from these developments is who are the non-human entities? And why are they claiming rights? \textsuperscript{15} Some would ask whether the law needs new theories. And is it viable to extend the reach of existing frameworks like human rights to the non-human world? What are the challenges in the way of the rights of the non-humans?

In light of the above developments, the articles of this Special Issue discuss eight themes of international and domestic importance, including animal rights and multispecies justice, human rights for future generations, the genocide-ecocide nexus in international law, humanistic dimensions of machines, rights of nature and role of indigenous communities, and reforms for criminalizing ecocide in international law.

\textsuperscript{14} Supra note 5.
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